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Brian W

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Tl;Dr beast of a pistol while still being very manageable While I haven't been much of a Glock fan boy in the past, they did something right with this one. The angled grip that I didn't particularly like in other models actually serves some purpose here and helps control the recoil from a powerful round. It may not feel like a 22, but it's definitely better than others' 10mm that I've tried. 











Timothy K

on
05/15/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The Glock 20 is a BEAST! Quite accurate and handles regular to hot 10mm very well! This will be by my side when in the woods from now on! Has not malfunctioned in any way shape or form thus far and I don't expect it too. 











Michael A

on
04/02/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Its a Glock! Functions flawlessly, no complaints whatsoever!! 











Juan U

on
03/06/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent quality of product that Buds sent me. I have put already 100 rounds (Seller&Bellot) thru it, and no issues at all. Always, Buds customer support, very attentive to questions and other inquires, for sure will make business with them again. 











Oland W

on
11/07/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This 10mm Glock G20 is excellent. I've put almost 500 rounds through it with no stoppages or malfunctions whatsoever. 











Charles S

on
07/26/2017




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Glock is about the cheapest pistol You can buy in 10mm. Out of 250 rounds of Sig ammo fmj I had 4 fte e=eject. First 3 were due to improper oiling from out of the box, my fault. Next one was not my fault. Each glock is different and will like different ammo. So experiment...... Next a Glock 20 ( and maybe other glocks) will not pass the torture test You read about or see , due to lube being extremely Important. Without proper lube glocks are doomed. ( I have tested Taurus 24/7 gen 1, gen 2 both in 9mms, colt 1911 in 45, H&k usp in 45, zastava m57, and a lot more and they can function dry with no problem round after round, my personal tests ( not recommended) So all the torture tests You see on the glock are bull.... Next up the glock is accurate a simple fact..... Change plastic guide rod asap, shame on You Glock, to stainless or tungsten rod.... Do not expect the glock to be smooth like a Taurus gen 1 24/7, nor built like a 24/7. Glock is the only pistol I know of that's not full frame supported ( goggle it). The trigger pull is okay but seems cheap before getting to pin, once at pin it's a good 5.5 pull, not bad. All in all it is a good pistol (but I will be carrying a trusted pistol along with this one for awhile tell I trust the glock).. Always brake in every pistol buy shooting 1 shot then clean barrel, do this 10x, next do 3 shots and clean barrel, do this 5 times. This helps pull any debris that could be in barrel that You may not even be able to see with a microscope. It will help Your pistol shoot a lot better in the long run and also try all ammo out to find that perfect match...... So keep it lubed, change Your guide rod and enjoy.. God bless and have fun. 











Joseph T

on
05/17/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This weapon is too notch!!! Very accurate with hornady factory loads from 155 to 200gr... No nuclear loads for this gem factory only, if you want more juice by a 44mag! Service from nude is defenitaly too notch. Thank you buds 











Richard S

on
05/17/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my third gun purchase through Buds. Have not been disappointed. Can't go wrong with a Glock. 











Theyo E

on
11/22/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a beautiful weapon. There were a few problems that occurred. The pistol was in stock just like they said it was. Once final payment was made they shipped it right away. The pistol arrived in excellent condition. The price was the best around (and I do shop around). Other than these problems the whole process from ordering to receiving the weapon in great condition was the best. Buds is the best, they are the benchmark against which I make all my purchases 











Andrew H

on
11/04/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This gun is a beast! It is basically the most firepower that one can carry in the woods for protection as it is considered a magnum caliber and holds 15+1 rounds. When I ordered the gun it took approximately 2 weeks to come in but only because of the tornados that were going on in Kentucky at the time i ordered. That is why I am still giving this a five star rating as the gun came exactly as described and the sales staff was helpful and friendly. Thanks Buds! 











Gary B

on
09/28/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my first Glock and I am impressed. I once always thought that Glocks were ugly and a heap of plastic junk. But once i dove in the 10mm pool and picked up this Glock 20, it is absolutely my favorite carry. I appendix carry and found this Glock easiest to present and fire from C3 carry than my other CCW options. Excellent pistol and it's a beautiful piece of art in my eyes. If you want to rely on this for carry, I suggest getting NS for it. I am getting NS (even though I practice point-shoot most of the time)..Currently looking possibly at what Heinie has to offer. 











David L

on
09/18/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










There really isn't a whole lot you can say about a Glock, other than they do what they are told no matter how much you beat them up. You can just about anything to a Glock and most likely it is still going to fire. The 10mm round itself is an amazing round that unfortunately is getting harder and harder to find. I took this Glock to the range with me the other day and she ran flawlessly through all 100 rounds. I was using the Remington UMC 180gr 10mm bullets. Those are the bullets I used when I owned my G29 many years ago. One thing I would suggest is getting a dual guide rod and spring for it. I found that it will eat up a little more of the recoil which gives the opportunity to get back on target faster. There is only one downside to this gun and that would be the cost of ammo. It isnt cheap to shoot, but when you do have a couple of boxes laying around, this is a fun gun to go shoot. And, on top of a great gun, I received it in two days. Great working with Buds again. 











Michael W

on
05/07/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What else is there to say. It's a Glock. Easy maintenance. Very durable. I choose the Glock 20 because I wanted something a bit more powerful than a 9mm, and a .40. The 10mm has a very nice punch to it. It is my main home defense pistol. 











John G

on
08/31/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I couldn't be more pleased... Thanks fellas! 











Adam H

on
10/29/2009




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I forgot to mention that my G20 does not destroy brass, as indicated by another reviewer. My older G22 (first generation) definitely shows the signs of cases bulging, which is typical for older Glocks. The case bulges have never affected my reloading, though. The cases resize fine and don't make any difference compared to unbulged cases I pick up on the range. I have read that newer Glocks (like my new third generation G20 that I bought from Bud's) were designed to fix this problem. I have collected all my brass from my G20 and have not found one bulged case. I haven't reloaded any yet, but have no reason to think I shouldn't use my own fired cases. I also shoot lead bullets through my stock (ie. no after market barrel) G22/G23's without any issues. I clean every 200-300 rounds to avoid possible kabooms, but the money saved on lead reloads is huge. Maybe some people have had kabooms simply because they were shooting lead through their Glocks, but I really doubt it. I tend to listen to people with real world experience, not people who lurk around forums that have only heard about things... 











Adam H

on
10/29/2009




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I cannot say enough good about the 10mm round. Much more powerful than my 40 S&W on the dueling tree and out to 50 yards, but not much more recoil. I have read forums/reviews saying how the FBI requested downloaded 10mm because the high power stuff had too much recoil. Based on my experience shooting over 150 rounds (so far) that FBI story is way over stated. If I was doing USPSA, I would take the 40 S&W because I can shoot faster and more accurately with the lower recoil. But in actual self defense situations where you would be shooting only a couple rounds accurately with max power, I would take the 10mm hands down (especially with Truglo TFO sites, which are unbelievable and available from Bud's). I do have quite a bit of experience shooting 40 S&W, so keep that in mind. But the 10mm is the logical progression from the 40 if you are looking for something more powerful and flatter shooting. As far as the Glock 20 goes, couldn't be happier. Glocks are the best value going without question. Accurate, dependable, inexpensive, parts available everywhere...Triggers are rough, but pretty easy to learn (or fix). Don't buy this gun without handling it if your hands don't fit in large size gloves. My G22 felt like a toy after handling my G20. The ONLY downside is that 10mm is expensive unless you reload. If you are just getting into shooting get a Glock 9mm or 40 S&W because the ammo is much cheaper. Once you have fired several thousand rounds, you may want an upgrade to the 10mm like I did. 











John H

on
06/20/2009




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










just got my glock 20 went to the range the other day fired several boxes of ammo throught it with no problems at all it fired everything i put in it from the lite loaded cci blazer 200gr. fmj to the full power jhp 165gr. golden sabers from reed's ammuniton.all i have to say is buy this full sized glock 20 and you will love it from how it feeds to the lite recoil even with full power loads. 











Alan K

on
02/27/2009




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I had a G20 and sold it. If you want the king of the Glocks, this is the gun. I prefer the new SF grip so if I bought another it would without a doubt be an SF. My gripe with this gun is that the Glock barrel is too loose and destroys brass. If you don't reload then this is a non issue and you can order hot 10mm from doubletapammo and be good to go. As a reloader your option is to get a tighter barrel, but when you do that you loose the poly rifling and some velocity. I had a 6" LWD barrel that didn't destroy brass, but it chrono'd not a lot more than the 4.6" barrel. I didn't like the extended barrel and I would have to lose velocity with a non factory 4.6" so I sold it because honestly it wouldn't be running much faster than 40s&w with a short non factory barrel. It is a good solid gun and if you need absolute maximum power in a Glock, this is the platform. 











James H

on
08/04/2008




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome penetration and nearly flat ballistics!! you can't go wrong with a 10MM GLOCK!! The only downside is the price of ammo, but reloading makes it worthwhile :) 











Jon S

on
03/04/2008




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










THIS IS A GREAT GUN I LOVE IT 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat
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Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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